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Food pantry finds
permanent home
By Nora Ramirez
STAFF WRITER

Just in Time (Mobile Food
Pantry) will have a new permanent
space at San Jose State University,
promising to cut down student
hunger. The announcement of a
permanent food pantry was made
by the SJSU Newsroom the second
week of September.
The new place has a permanent
spot at the Diaz Compean Student
Union, according to the SJSU
Newsroom. Though it does not
have an opening day yet, it is
expected to be accessible to
students this semester. It will work
just like any other grocery store,
but with zero cost for students
and more nutritional options, said
Student Affairs Case Manager,
Marko Mohlenhoff.
The site published that the
Second Harvest Food Bank
of Santa Clara and San Mateo
Counties would be a recipient
of the 2018 Community Partner
Award in recognition of the
hundreds of thousands of dollars
Second Harvest has provided in
groceries to Spartans. Now after
years of work, a permanent pantry
will finally be established.
Mohlenhoff explained that the
food pantry will be located next to
Panda Express with an entrance in
front of the engineering building.
The pantry will have multiple
levels of working staff coordinating
the services and CalFresh will also

be available for students inside of
the pantry.
CalFresh is the California
implementation of the federal
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program which aims to help people
who experience budget restraints
by providing financial assistance
to purchase food.
The SJSU food pantry is
expected to help decrease student
hunger on campus.
Junior BFA Interior Design
student Daisy Ma said she started
using the food pantry her second
year when she had a kitchen to
cook. “It’s convenient and saves
students time and money by going
grocery shopping,” she said.
The new place is expected to be
open for approximately 20 hours a
week and operate five days a week,
aligning to student’s schedules.
“If I didn’t have time to pack
lunch or didn’t have money, I
would just pass by to one of the
food pantries and get a soup or
some mac and cheese,” Spanish
junior Veronika Martinez said. She
shared that her freshman year she
relied on the food pantry for her
three main meals because she spent
all day on campus due to classes
and extracurricular activities.
According to the Just in the
Time website, the two main
requirements to qualify for the
pantry are SJSU enrollment and
an annual income of $24,280 or
below.
In order for students to be able
to obtain food, they need to go

They have been working
toward bringing
attention and support to
student hunger.
Maro Molenhoff
Student Affairs Case Manager

through a digital check-in process
at the beginning of the semester
which will subsequently allow
them to use their tower cards to
get food from the food pantry,
explained Mohlenhoff.
The
Student
Hunger
Committee has been operating
on campus by students, faculty,
and staff to end food insecurity.
“They have been working toward
bringing attention and support
to student hunger. They have
collected all the necessary data
to clearly demonstrate the picture
of need that exists among our
students,” Mohlenhoff said.
Ma said she would like to see
SJSU provide more than just food
to students. “At other schools,
they also have reuse-depots
where students can donate and
take things they need like clothes,
household items, and supplies,”
she said.
Follow Nora on Twitter
@noraramirez27
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When asked about
how she balances being a
biomedical engineering
senior, the president of
her sorority and being a
go-getter at her own personal
happiness, Angelina Villa
m
muses on the recurring
qu
question with a shy laugh
an
and an “I really don’t know.”
G
Growing up, Villa admits
that she was thankful for the
different upbringing that she
differ
was ra
raised into.
“I was really close to my
dad and he was really hands
on with everything, he had
just started trade school
and everything he did was
very computer and math
oriented,” Villa said.
Her love for math and
science was apparent, and
her calling to dive into
engineering came naturally.
However, Villa started off
her college experience at San
Jose State University with an
aching sense of seclusion that
kept reminding her of her
home back in Sacramento.
“All of my family was
together back home, and I
was really lonely,” Villa said.
Coming from a family of

five sisters, the bond shared
between the young women
was an important factor in
her life.
Villa has found exactly
what she needed to push her
forward in her journey of not
only being a female student
in a male-dominated area of
study, but as a student leader
that has positively impacted
the people around her.
To Villa, her “life is
dedicated” to Alpha Omega
Upsilon and the strong
women that she has been
able to cross paths with
through her time being a
part of the organization.
“I needed them, I needed
this group of girls,” Villa said.
The organization is a
professional and social
sorority that aims to unite and
empower young women who
wish to become successful
professional engineers and
technical scientists.
Villa learned about the
organization through a
simple conversation with a
few girls from one of her
general education classes,
and she immediately fell in
love with everything that it
stood for.
“A lot of us are some of
VILLA | Page 2

From Tracy to
SJSU: one
student’s two
hour commute
By Vicente Vera
STAFF WRITER

Traveling by car, train
and foldable electric
scooter,
computer
engineering junior Shervin
Suresh has a 2 1/2-hour,
one-way
journey
to
campus this semester.
Between campus and his
home in Tracy, lies more
than 64 miles of train tracks
that Suresh must cover in
order to attend his classes
at San Jose State University.
SJSU President Mary
A. Papazian stated in
her Fall 2017 Welcome
Address,
“With
an
estimated 15,000 students
living within three miles
of campus, we assuredly
are not a ‘commuter
school’ anymore.”
For Suresh, commuting
has taken over his life.
Anthropology freshman
Stephanie
Murguia,
commutes a half-hour
from South San Jose and

said she can’t imagine
commuting more than two
hours to campus.
“Hell no, I wouldn’t go
here if I had to commute
for over two hours,”
Murguia said.
Suresh acknowledged
that
many
students
wouldn’t be willing to make
the long trip, but he was
adamant that his education
is worth the ride.
“It’s not an ideal situation,
I know, but I come to this
school so I can study in the
heart of the Silicon Valley
and be a part of the CSU
system,” Suresh said.
Business
human
resource junior Melissa
Requena lives in Mountain
View, and commutes from
her job in Santa Clara.
Requena said that no
matter how much traffic
she has to sit through, she
would still attend SJSU.
“There just aren’t very
many school options for
COMMUTER | Page 2
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Continued from page 1
the only females in our classes,
being one of the three or four
girls out of a class of 60, so
it’s nice to have this group,”
mechanical
engineering
seniorsenior mechanical
engineering
major
Denise Butler said.
At the time of her
recruitment, Alpha Omega
Upsilon in San Jose State
was in the process of being
recognized as a chapter
affiliated to the national board.
Villa is one of the founders
of the organization’s Beta
Upsilon chapter on campus,
which received its’ approval
just recently in 2017.
“I was involved in
leadership
throughout
high
school
and
I
wanted more leadership
roles,” Villa said.
She served as the vice
president of the chapter last
year before taking on her

COMMUTER
Continued from page 1
me, the next closest CSU is
in San Francisco, and that’s
equally as far,” Requena said.
Campus Village was
Suresh’s home for the
first two years he spent at
SJSU. Everything had been
arranged for him to keep
living there this fall as well,
but then he got a phone call.
“Housing called me in the
middle of the summer to say
that they were refunding my
deposit because I was so low
on their waitlist,” he recalled.
Suresh felt that his
options were quickly
slipping away. “That’s when I
started to panic.”
As the summer came to
an end, housing became
more limited for students
wanting to live close
to campus.
Suresh sought living
situations with 10-month
leases, but all of the
apartments he looked
into only dealt 12-month
leases,
including
the
complex “27 North.”
He signed a lease with
27 North, and claimed
he was unaware it was a
12-month agreement.
“I wanted to live there,

current role as president.
Her motivation only
continued to grow from there
as her time in the organization
exposed her to an array of
different opportunities.
Villa
hosted
from
hosting professional events,
wentgoing on company
tours and learnedlearning
what companies had to offer
women who work in her field
of study each day.
“Angelina is one of
those people that soaks up
information,” Butler said.
“If I have a question, she’s
the first person I turn to,
and if she doesn’t know the
answer she points me in
the right direction.”
Last year, Villa was
nominatedreceived an email
nominating her to speak at
the Silicon Valley Women’s in
Engineering Conference.
It was an achievement
that she cited as being one
of the greatest highlights of
her time in SJSU.
The annual conference
aimed to bridge relationships

so I signed an application
and paid a $750 deposit,
but once I found out the
length of the agreement, I
pulled out and wasn’t able
to get any of my deposit
back,” Suresh said.
A spokesperson for 27
North said that the section
of the contract that reads,
“The Term of this Lease
Contract shall begin at noon
on 08/18/2018 and end at
9:00 a.m. on 07/31/2019,”
should have made the term
of the lease clear.
Suresh gave up on
his search for student
housing and accepted
having to consider a long
commute time to the
university of which he has
already dedicated much
of his time.
For the first time in his
college experience, he
had to research local bus
and train routes.
He eventually settled
on taking the Altamont
Corridor Express (ACE)
train because it was
close to his home.
His
schedule
now
includes a 20-minute drive
to the Tracy station, an
hour and 50 minutes on
the train en-route to the
San Jose Diridon station,
and 10 minutes from the

between female students
pursuing engineering and
Silicon Valley professionals
who conduct seminars,
teach and spoke to students
present at the event.
“The
conference
encourages [young women]
so know that they can do this
. . . It’s better than just sitting
in a circle, holding hands,
and being sad,” Villa said.
The stigma of males ruling
the engineering field is one
that Villa said her generation
is “growing up to break.”
“You don’t really see people
pressure boys in elementary
school to be engineers
anymore, we’re breaking the
cycle,” Villa said.
Villa is determined
to make leading an this
organization a stepping
stone towards creating big
impacts with her degree
after graduation.
“I want to develop wearable
technology and work within
the medical field, that’s my
big-picture goal,” Villa said.
“I believe that I have the

PHOTO COURTESY OF DAVE SCHMITZ

Angelina Villa speaking at the Silicon Valley Women in Engineering Conference in
March.

knowledge to make a change
so that is why I’m pursuing
this degree . . . to work
on these things.”
Villa said she aims to work
closely on medical devices
that would help treat cancer
and epilepsy – both illnesses
that had affected the lives
of those close to her and
her loved ones.

“It’s not always easy, it’s not
always glitter and rainbows,”
Villa said. “You have to keep
pushing and fall in love
with what you’re doing, find
something you truly care
about and truly want to keep
working for.”
For Villa, staying on the
right track is more than
just her hard work, but the

collective outcome of support
from her family, friends,
boyfriend and sorority sisters.
“Ninety-nine percent of
things you cannot do on your
own, no, it takes a village
to get through all of this,”
Villa said.
Follow Winona on Twitter
@winonaarjmh
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station to campus on
his electric scooter.
“The electric scooter was
definitely worth the $1,100
investment,” Suresh said. “It
is much more convenient
than
looking
for
a
pay-to-use scooter.”
Another reason Suresh said
he chooses to ride the ACE
train is because Associated
Students’ Transportation
Solutions incurs half of the
cost of SJSU students who
use the service.

COCor

Correction
On Tuesday, Oct. 2, in an article titled “Mental health workshop prepares faculty,”
Kell Fujimoto was misidentified. Fujimoto is the director of Counseling and Psychological Services.
The Spartan Daily regrets this error.

Computer engineering junior Shervin Suresh awaits his 2-hour long train ride from
San Jose to Tracy on Tuesday.

According
to
Transportation Solutions’
2017
C ommuter
Survey, 4.1 percent of
student commuters use
regional transit services
like the express.
A majority of commuter
students, 41.3 percent drive
alone, while 28.7 percent
of commuter students take
VTA or the light rail.
Suresh said he will try
looking for housing next
semester, but isn’t optimistic
that he’ll find a place to call
home before the school
year ends in May.
“I doubt there is any place
that would want to give
me just a 5-month lease,”
Suresh said.
VICENTE VERA | SPARTAN DAILY

Follow Vicente on Twitter
@VicenteSJSU
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San Jose resident Tony Purmal looks at “Emotions” by artist Libby Black. The art piece questions the implied value of luxury brands within capitalist consciousness.

Art depicts social issues
By Huan Xun Chan

much immigrant families contribute to
the country but how frequent they are
dismissed and not considered as a part
Among the 27 displayed artworks of this country.
in the exhibit “Reinterpretation as
“The blue quadrant is comprised of
Resistance,” a big painted American flag five work uniforms that were sent to me
on a trampoline stood in the center of from the Midwest by my father,” Yañezthe Natalie and James Thompson Art Lazcano said.
Gallery at San Jose State University.
His father immigrated from Mexico
The piece, titled “90 Different Ways,” in the late ’70s and has worked in
was created by artist Josh Reames.
factories ever since. Yañez-Lazcano
The art exhibit had its opening said. “This is the uniform that I have
Tuesday evening, drawing students and seen him wear since I was a child.”
visitors from around the neighborhood.
He added that after a year he put the
Visual arts coordinator of Movimiento initial piece together, he had a new idea
de Arte y Cultura Latino Americana for the piece.
(MACLA), Damian Kelly said “90
So, he asked his aunts and uncles to
Different Ways” drew his attention send him bedsheets.
the most.
“When it was done, instead of
“Besides the object itself, it gives you cutting off the extra fabric, I decided
imagery of people bouncing, people that I wanted to keep it to speak to my
manipulating it, of it warping, of people family’s immigrant identity and their
waving in the wind or
desire to be considered
people having sex on it,
Americans,”
Yañezit could be anything,”
Lazcano said.
Kelly said.
It is very frequent
“Without that piece,
that
the
white
it would be a different
community
views
show,” he added.
immigrants
as
Natalie and James
non- Americans.
Thompson Art Gallery
The
“immigrants
curator Aaron Wilder
(a kind of blue)” is a
said the artists of the
two-part piece, the
exhibit used different
side showing in the
materials and dealt with
gallery is the front.
different concepts.
Yañez-Lazcano said the
“I started to see
back side depicts the
a pattern in different
American flag.
artistic practices that we
“That’s
why
I
Aaron Wilder
are looking at,” Wilder
decided to have this
Natalie and James Thompson
said. “Something from
more unfurled side to
Art Gallery curator
a peripheral standpoint
be the front to retain
to the use of the artistic
that original identity
practice, to make a
and the back side to be
statement about symbols not having their constant desire be considered a
one meaning,” he added.
part of the fabric of the United States,”
Wilder said that the works in Yañez-Lazcano said.
the show are looking at aspects
Photography
graduate
student
of
contemporary
culture
and Kelcey Bauer said the art piece
resisting mainstream aspects of that impressed her the most was
culture through the reinterpretation of Dread Scott’s “Burning the US
the symbols.
Constitution,” a triptych that presents
Wilder also said it is important to a person lighting the U.S. Constitution
think about a symbol and what it means on fire.
to a person.
“To me, what I am getting from it is
“If you don’t question things, you he is feeling as an artist that, though the
don’t realize that you are playing into [Constitution] says, we as people, we are
some of these ideas that might not be not together anymore, we are starting
the best idea for you to play into,” he to become kind of separated, not as one
said.
as perhaps our founding fathers had
Another huge American flag sewed hoped to be,” Scott said.
together from fabric pieces hangs on the
The exhibit will be open until
wall in the gallery. Victor Yañez-Lazcano Nov. 2 at the Natalie and James
created this artwork, “immigrants Thompson Art Gallery.
(a kind of blue).”
Follow Huan Xun on Twitter
Yañez-Lazcano said the idea behind
@Huanxun_chan
the piece was for people to consider how
STAFF WRITER

If you don’t question
things, you don’t
realize that you are
playing into some
of these ideas that
might not be the
best idea ...

The art piece “immigrants (a kind of blue)” by Victor Yañez-Lazcano. It further
gestures toward an understanding of how his own perception of identity formation
has often resulted in the internalization of systems of oppression.

“Hero, Leader, God” by Alexander Kosolapov (foreground) illustrates the hypocrisy
of capitalism. “90 Diﬀerent Ways” by Josh Reames is shown in the background.
ALL PHOTOS BY HUAN XUN CHAN | SPARTAN DAILY
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Record is less than iKON-ic
album
review

By Winona Rajamohan
STAFF WRITER

Korean boy group, iKON,
made a comeback on Monday with their second EP of
the year “New Kids: The Final,” the last installment to the
trilogy that began with “New
Kids: Begin” in May last year.
iKON has been powering through the year with a
steady stream of new music, starting with the release
of their second full-length
album “Return” in January and the EP “New Kids:
Continue” in August.
Since their debut in 2015,
iKON had always given me
the impression that they
were ready to shake off their
reputation of being formed
through a musical reality
survival program.
The TV shows “WIN: Who
is Next,” where a number of
members were a part of the
second-place winning group,
and its follow-up show, “Mix
& Match,” where iKON’s final lineup was determined,
allowed the boys to grow a big
domestic fanbase.
Kicking off the year with
the title track from their second album, “Love Scenario”
was a strong move for the
boys who have been on tiptoes
around the idea of solidifying
their musical sound.
However, when the group
revealed they were continuing their “New Kids” trilogy
with two more EPs, I was
unsure if the short collection
of tracks was going to present
a diverse range of music or a
confused medley.
Thankfully, iKON did

“New Kids:
The Final”
Rating:


Artist:
iKON
Release date:
Oct. 1, 2018
Genre:
K-pop

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Seven-member K-pop boy group iKON made a comeback with the EP “New Kids: The Final.” Along with all of
their previous releases, leader of the group, B.I took part in the writing and producing of all the tracks.

nothing but serve a sweet
platter of tunes on both
projects to accompany
you through dancing in
the mirror, stress-relieving walks and even those
case of late night feels.
The August release of
“New Kids: Continue” was
upbeat, funky and playful,
painting an image almost
identical to the fun and bubbly
personalities the boys tend
to show on broadcast
programs.
The final series of the
project, “New Kids: The Final,” takes their sound down
a completely different alley,
ditching the post-chorus
dance breaks for a song that

the iKON’s leader, B.I, describes to be “extremely sad.”
The EP’s title track “Goodbye Road” takes on a a classic
K-pop group approach, expressing sentiments inspired
by their fans through mellow
croons that every fan would
find perfect for a good cry.
In the group’s recent
livestream on broadcasting
application “V Live,” B.I
said he was touched after
fans repeatedly told them
“Let’s only walk on a flower
road,” and thought of writing “Goodbye Road” then.
The phrase used by
fans was aimed to motivate the group to keep
walking through even the

Be ‘yeti’ for some
witty humor
By Melody Del Rio
STAFF WRITER

“Smallfoot” is a great
animated film but the
storyline and dialogue of
the film are best for anyone
who is 10 years or older.
Animated films still
catch my interest and after
finding out my celebrity
crush, Niall Horan, would
be on the soundtrack I
decided I had to watch
the film and I’m thankful
that I did.
Warner Bros. Animation
has yet to disappoint. This
is the same production studio that gave us “Osmosis
Jones,” “Space Jam,” “Storks”
and The Lego Movies.
Though I didn’t know
what to expect, I knew I
was in for a treat because it
was Warner Bros.
The film consists of
witty humor and a deeper
meaning toward society’s
obedience to laws set by
high position leaders.
The film sends a
message to the audience
members that they should
question why things are
the way they are instead of
keeping their heads down
and not doing anything.
There are also elements
of the cliche saying, “Do
not judge what you do
not know.” Though yetis
are not real, or at least I
think they’re not, I believe
that is what “Smallfoot” is
trying to illustrate.
The film is about a yeti
named Migo, voiced by
Channing Tatum, who
comes into contact with

movie
review
“Smallfoot”
Rating:


Directed by:
Karey Kirkpatrick
Starring:
Channing Tatum,
James Corden
Genre:
Animated comedy/
adventure

a human which he refers
to as a “small foot.” Both
characters are fascinated
with each other.
While humans are the
ones who find yetis interesting and a nonrealistic
species, the film shows
what yetis would possibly
think of humans.
In the world of yetis,
that have no human exposure, they view humans
as myths and as a strange
human species that are
incredibly tiny.
The comedic exchange
between Migo and the
human character Percy,
voiced by James Corden,
was by far my favorite.
I didn’t find out Corden
was a part of the film until I instantly recognized
his voice while watching
the film, which heightened
my excitement.
Corden, the host of,
“The Late Late Show” on
CBS, always has a way of

making me laugh.
I’m not sure if it’s
because of his accent or
if he is actually funny,
but his character captures
Corden’s humor perfectly.
In one scene of the film,
the yetis bring Percy toilet paper thinking it’s an
important ancient scroll,
but because they’re not
experts on humans and
man-made objects, one of
the yetis, unfortunately,
finds out the toilet paper’s
true function.
The way the yetis and
Percy’s friendship starts
to unravel will warm
the heart of anyone in
the audience.
The most unexpected part of the movie was
when the characters broke
into song. If this was a
Disney movie, it wouldn’t
be a surprise because that’s
what’s usually expected in
animated Disney movies.
However, it was shocking when Migo broke
into song but it was still
entertaining.
Luckily the producers
didn’t add a lot of singing
to the film and characters
didn’t break into song too
often that it took away
from the movie.
The amount of singing
is done at the appropriate
amount of times.
I did enjoy the film,
however, I could have
definitely waited to see
it until it was released on
Redbox or Netflix.
Follow Melody on Twitter
@spartanmelody

hardest of times.
“I’ve loved you to death
but in the end I did not
die / When I take a deep
breath the air I exhale becomes a sigh,” B.I raps.
“Goodbye Road” disguises
a painful ode to separation
with acoustic guitar strums
and light drum beats, making the song sound less heart
wrenching than it really is.
The lyrics are beautifully
raw and straight to the point,
without an ounce of sugarcoating any form of regret
that one may feel after calling
it quits with a loved one.
However, I do wish that
the song was produced to
accommodate the mood set

by the heavy-hitting lyrics
that made its foundation.
As pessimistic as this
may sound, I find it really
hard to cry to such good
lyrics if the music makes
me feel like a walk in the
park on a spring day.
The next three tracks come
off much more subdued than
the ones in their previous EP,
making use of the same airy
guitar riffs and the boys’ sweet
and soft voices.
My favorite track from
the EP, “Adore you,” is reminiscent of innocent love stories where the wants and desires of the heart are always
assumed to prevail.
“You know it’s about

love yeah / It will be sorted out after a while yeah,”
member Bobby raps.
The song tells the tale of two
friends trying to thread the
line of becoming lovers, and
a boy’s perspective of wanting
the girl of his dreams to come
closer without being scared of
what could go wrong.
It’s a chick flick in a song,
tied together with meaningful emotions and a great
melody. Honestly, I’ve come
to learn that iKON has been
mastering the art of musical
romance in all its glory.
The boys have really outdone themselves this year,
with a great spread of genres,
lyrical creativity and experimental productions.
Though their projects
have not done much to
make an iKON-sound incredibly clear, it definitely
has proven that these young
men are not afraid to mix
things up until they get there.
Follow Winona on Twitter
@winonaarjmh
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Drug use should be decriminalized
Vicente Vera
STAFF WRITER

Convicted drug users
should not have a criminal record because of minor possession charges.
They should instead
voluntarily aid in subsequent law enforcement
investigations to convict
the drug dealers.
They should be able
to carry on with their
lives
without
worrying about disclosing a crime on future
job applications.
According to FBI
crime statistics, over
1.6 million Americans
were arrested for alleged
“drug abuse violations” in
2017. Only about 16 percent of those arrested were
the narcotics distributors
and manufacturers.
Convicted drug users,
especially those who no
longer use drugs, pay an
unfair price compared to
the dealers who created
the outlet for drug crimes
to occur.
Those who do assist law enforcement,
should be eligible for
government sponsored
rehabilitation programs
if they so choose to

seek help for any drug
dependency issues.
I believe witnesses
could be more useful if
they are given a sense
of control and willingly
provide testimony, rather than being threatened
with legal punishment
for not cooperating.
I also believe users are entitled to the
same rights and benefits
of non-users.
The California Vehicle
Code Section 23152(c)
is a law designed to rescind the drivers licenses
of anyone who consumes
drugs, even when they
are not behind the wheel.
The law states, “It is unlawful for a person who is
addicted to the use of any
drug to drive a vehicle.”
There is one provision.
“This subdivision shall
not apply to a person who
is participating in a narcotic treatment program.”
Anyone found guilty
of violating this section would either have
to participate in a rehabilitation program or
risk losing their drivers
licenses indefinitely.

SOURCE: FBI UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING PROGRAM, INFOGRAPHIC BY VICENTE VERA | SPARTAN DAILY

The authors of Section
23152(c) put the monetary interests of the state
over the interest of users
that may fall into the “addict” category who may
not necessarily be a risk
to others on the road.
A person’s right to
drive a vehicle is an
essential freedom in
this country.
In 2017, Congressman
Beto O’Rourke D-TX
put forth legislation that
would stop the Department of Transportation
from withholding a portion of federal-aid if the
state fails to enact and
enforce laws that are sim-

ilar to Section 23152(c).
The “Better Drive Act”
legislation never made it
off of the House floor.
O’Rourke cited his
1998 drunk-driving arrest during a debate on
Sept. 21, addressing his
sympathy toward convicted drug users with
Senator Ted Cruz R-TX
at the Southern Methodist University in Dallas.
“I’ve
made
the
most that I could with
my second chance,”
said O’Rourke.
Though driving under
the influence is arguably a more severe crime
than using drugs in a

controlled environment,
drug laws in general have
been enforced at higher rates among people
of color.
O’Rourke continues,
“As a white man in this
country, there is a privilege that I enjoy that
many African-American
men and women do not.”
He has a point.
According to the
ACLU, black people are
3.73 times more likely to be arrested for
marijuana possession.
I think laws like Section 23152(c) with ambiguous legal definitions
can be used to unfairly

target people.
The law assumes any
drug user is a drug addict, however there is no
clear definition regarding
how much drug one has
to use to be an addict.
It also assumes drug
users cannot be trusted
to drive sober.
People convicted of
such ridiculous crimes
should have their records
expunged and be judged
by their character rather
than what they chose to
put in their bodies.
Follow Vicente on Twitter
@ VicenteSJSU

Corruption is normalized in developing countries
Winona Rajamohan
STAFF WRITER

Former prime minister
of Malaysia, Najib Razak,
was arrested on Sept.
19, facing charges for
siphoning $681 million
into his personal account
from
the
country’s
investment fund for
long-term
economic
development, according
to The New York Times.
According to a statement by the Malaysian
Anti-Corruption Commission, Razak would be
investigated under the
Anti-Money Launder-

ing, Anti-Terrorism Financing and Proceeds of
Unlawful Acts 2001.
Malaysian newspaper
The Star reported that
Razak is expected to face
up to 20 charges under
the act.
Razak was recently
ousted in the Malaysian
14th General Elections
this May – a historic
outcome because the
country’s ruling party
lost for the first time since
Malaysia’s independence
in 1957.

Accusations
against
Razak
for
allegedly
using money from the
1Malaysia Development
Berhad surfaced in 2015
when local news portals
and British newspaper,
The
Sunday
Times,
revealed a series of
leaked emails.
The emails showed
Razak approving a loan
for $1 billion without the
national bank’s approval
from the local financier,
Jho Low, who knew
Razak’s stepson.
Further probing by the
Wall Street Journal also
unveiled overpriced purchases of assets and the
acceptance of abnormally
large donations that were
found to be used as funding for his party’s 2014
election campaign.
Widespread corruption
among the Malaysian

government was a known
fact to many citizens.
However, the 2014
Malaysian
General
Elections sparked the
beginning of a revolt
among against the ruling
party, Barisan Nasional,
which was Razak’s party.
The party won with

and the votes in that
particular box propelled
Barisan Nasional to win
the election.
I remember feeling
sick to my stomach. My
mother’s eyes turned red
and my dad buried his
face in his hands.
My dad told me

I am struck with a sense of hope
that third-world nations like
mine are slowly progressing
toward the ideals of freedom we
were once promised.
their slimmest margin
yet and clenched the
victory not with the
popular vote but with
the rules of electoral
college system.
The elections opened
the eyes of many toward
the
helplessness
of
democratic voting in
Malaysia in the presence
of a government that
abuses their power.
The
government
abused its power to the
extent that no institution
could be trusted to
provide
the
people
with legitimacy.
As votes were tallied
and the opposition
party crept closer to a
possible triumph, news
channels
broadcasted
the counting of votes at
a polling station would
have to be halted
momentarily because of a
power outage.
When the power at the
polling station returned,
an additional box of
votes were allegedly
found at the station,

something that night,
something I’ll always
remember – “There’s
no point in what we do
if the government can
do anything it wants to
stop it.”
Corruption
in
developing countries like
mine are so interwoven,
many of us decide to live
with it.
The report links corruption in underdeveloped countries to low
wages in civil service,,
the imbalance between
supply and demand for
public services and lower
education levels among
citizens, leaving many
unaware of their rights.
A report by the Organisation for Economic
Co-Operation and Development links corruption in underdeveloped
countries to low wages
in civil service, the imbalance between supply
and demand for public
services and lower education levels among citizens, leaving many un-

aware of their rights.
I find that developing
countries find it harder
to implement stable
democracies,
partly
because these countries
were handed over by
colonizers relatively late
into the century and
found it a struggle to gain
control in growing their
own economy.
Malaysia had grown
comfortable with the
way things were and
grew complacency to
wrongdoing as long as
it didn’t ignite change
that fell too far from the
conditions that had once
set us free.
Our
government
had decided to take
advantage
of
the
people’s trust under the
assumption that a revolt
was out of the question.
This year’s elections
saw the fall of a leader
that once painted himself
to be so untouchable,
with the press, the police
and the legal system
working at his beck
and call.
We were becoming a
nation that was no longer
afraid of doing things
that history told us not to
do – evolving along with
the needs of this world
rather than the demands
of our tradition.
A new age in our
political understanding
has dawned.
I am struck with a
sense of hope that thirdworld nations like mine
are slowly progressing
toward the ideals of
freedom
we
were
once promised.

Follow Winona on Twitter
@ winonaarjmh
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Movie musicals increase in popularity
Myla La Bine
STAFF WRITER
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released in the past two years
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If someone asked me
what my favorite movie
musical was five years
ago, I’d have said “West
Side Story.”
My answer today is a
bit more complicated,
as I currently have
several favorites.
One of those is “La
La Land,” which I
absolutely fell in love
with when I first saw it in
December 2016.
I was so obsessed
with the film that I saw
it four times in theaters,
including once in IMAX.
After the massive
success of “La La Land,”
which grossed more than
$151 million domestically
on a $30 million budget
according to Box Office
Mojo, I noticed an
increase in the number
of
movie
musicals
being released.
Billboard
reported
in February 2017 that
15 new musicals were
announced after “La La
Land’s” blockbuster box
office numbers.
“More
importantly,
Hollywood will react

– has already reacted! –
to the passion project’s
monster success by giving a slew of new musical the go-ahead,” the
report stated.
The report mentions
some films that have
already been released,
like “Beauty and the
Beast” and “The Greatest
Showman,” but also some
that have yet to come out,
“A Star is Born” and “Mary
Poppins Returns.”
Sure, musicals have
always been around, but
they seem to be having a
moment as of late.
Last year, the live-action version of Disney’s
“Beauty and the Beast”
took the top spot on
Box Office Mojo’s highest grossing musicals of
all time with more than
$504 million in the
United States.
This is quite remarkable, as the former record-holder was “Grease,”
with more than $188 million, which was released
in 1978.
Another
immensely
popular musical from last
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SOURCE: BOX OFFICE MOJO, IINFOGRAPHIC BY MYLA LA BINE | SPARTAN DAILY

year was “The Greatest
Showman.” You couldn’t
escape this film at the
beginning of this year; it
was literally everywhere.
I heard the film’s
Oscar-nominated song
“This is Me” on pop radio
constantly and observed
that the soundtrack
always seemed to be
in the top five selling
albums on iTunes.
Billboard reported in
June that the soundtrack
was “the first album to
sell a million copies in
2018 in the U.S., as the
set sold another 26,000
copies in the week ending
June 7.”

The
film
even
surpassed the domestic
gross of “La La Land.”
This Friday, a remake
of the famous musical
“A Star is Born,” starring
Bradley Cooper and Lady
Gaga will be released.
Variety reported a few
weeks ago that Warner
Brothers expects the
opening weekend box
office of “A Star is Born”
to be about $25 million.
However,
Variety
notes that “Cooper’s
buzzy directorial debut
could climb even higher
if its rapturous response
at this year’s Venice and
Toronto Film Festivals is

any indication.”
The film premiered at
the Venice Film Festival
on Aug. 31 and according
to Deadline, “was met
with
a
resounding
response by way of a
standing ovation that
clocked in just a touch
under eight minutes.”
“A Star is Born”
currently holds a 95
percent
rating
on
Rotten Tomatoes.
Though
predicting
box office numbers isn’t
always easy, I think the
film will surpass Warner
Brothers’ expectations
and be as successful as
“La La Land” and “The

Greatest Showman.”
The anticipation and
excitement are incredibly
high for this film and
I believe it’s because of
audiences wanting more
musicals after seeing
some released in the past
two years.
I love Marvel just as
much as anyone, but I
wouldn’t be mad to see
“A Star is Born” give
“Venom” a run for its
money this weekend.
Musicals are back and I
couldn’t be more ecstatic.
Follow Myla on Twitter
@ mylalabine25

Democratic socialists are taking the House
Vicente Vera
STAFF WRITER

If the 2016 presidential election taught us
anything, it is that the
Democratic Party was
very out of touch with
its constituents.
The electoral college elected a political newcomer to the
presidency, rather than
the centrist Democrat
Hillary Clinton.
Her attempts to be a

going to see this and say
‘OK she’s pandering to
black people’.”
“Is
it
working?”
Clinton responded.
No
Clinton,
it
didn’t work.
Democrats didn’t lose
because more people voted for Donald Trump,
he lost the popular vote.
Democrats lost because
they picked an even

It is time for Pelosi to step
back and allow a younger
representatives to lead the
House Democrats to a more
progressive agenda.
relatable candidate, especially to the new generations of voters, came
off as disingenuous and a
bit ridiculous.
In a 2016 interview
with the hip-hop show
“The Breakfast Club,” cohost Angela Yee asked
Clinton “What is something that you always
carry with you?”
She responded with,
“Hot sauce.”
The
show’s
host
Charlamagne Tha God
laughed and said, “Now
listen, I just want you
to know that people are

more polarizing, and
boring, politician to go
against him.
The fractures in the
Democratic Party are
no more evident than in
the emails published by
WikiLeaks dated May
21, 2016 that show Democratic National Committee Chair Debbie
Wasserman Schultz exercising bias against then
candidate Senator Bernie
Sanders I-Vt.
“This is a silly story,”
she wrote in response to
CNN’s coverage of Sanders saying he would oust

the chairwoman if he
were elected. “He isn’t going to be president.”
The Democratic Party’s
rejection of Sanders only
fueled him to utilize his
newfound platform to
endorse more progressive
candidates for the 2018
midterm elections.
Considering he won
46 percent of the popular vote during the
Democratic
Presidential Primaries, Sanders had significant influence on grassroots
political campaigns.
On June 26, former
campaign organizer for
Sanders,
Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez, ousted
ten-term
Democratic
Representative
Joseph
Crowley
in
New
York’s
14th
District Primary.
Though Ocasio-Cortez and future Representative from Michigan
Rashida Tlaib, both won
their Democratic Primaries, they have not been
formally recognized by
House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, despite
their growing presence
in politics.
“I am a master legislator, I am a shrewd politician and I have a following in the country that,
apart from a presidential
candidate, nobody else
can claim,” Pelosi told the
New York Times.
In an interview with
CNN, Tlaib said she
would “probably not”
vote to re-elect Pelosi as
house minority leader.
“I think, for me, I need
someone that again is
connected with just the
different levels of poverty
that’s going on, the fact
that there are structures
and barriers for working

families in my district
that need to be dismantled,” she said.
However, Tlaib and
Ocasio-Cortez
have
been recognized by the
Democratic
Socialists
of America.
Founded in 1982, the
far-left leaning party
currently has more than
50,000 members across
the country.
It advocates Medicare
for all in the country, rejecting corporate donations and abolishing Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE).
While these are the
policy
positions
of
Democratic Socialists,
centrists in the traditional party have been
thrown into the conversation of their perceived association with

the completely separate
aforementioned party.
When Ocasio-Cortez
called for abolishing ICE
in the wake of the Trump
administration’s family
separation scandal, few
Democrats backed her,
yet President Trump took
her comments and applied them to the Democratic Party as a whole.
“The Democrats have
a death wish, in more
ways than one – they
actually want to abolish
ICE,” Trump tweeted
on July 19. “This should
cost them heavily in
the Midterms.”
Senator Kamala Harris
D-Calif. tiptoed around
the issue when she stated that the government
should “critically re-examine ICE” instead of
disregarding the agency

all together.
According to The
Daily Beast, when Pelosi was asked whether
the leadership in Washington should better
reflect the increasingly
young, progressive and
female demographics.
Pelosi answered, “Well
I’m female, I’m progressive and the rest, so what’s
your problem?”
She continued, “Two
out of three ain’t bad.”
Two out of three criterias achieved would still
receive a D grade.
It is time for Pelosi
to step back and allow
a younger representatives to lead the House
Democrats to a more
progressive agenda.
Follow Vicente on Twitter
@ VicenteSJSU
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Bowers has high hopes for Spartans
By Claire Hultin
STAFF WRITER

San
Jose
State
University’s
women’s
gymnastics team has won
back-to-back Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation
championships,
but
this does not intimidate
new
head
coach
Joanne Bowers.
Bowers was hired in
August after previous
head
coach
Wayne
Wright retired.
Bowers
has
an
impressive background
with the sport of gymnastics,
as she was a Division I
gymnast
at
James
Madison University.
Bowers
previously
coached at Michigan
State, Kent State, Illinois
State and the University
of Washington, where she
was hired by SJSU’s current
athletic director Marie
Tuite hired her.
Tuite was a big factor
in
Bowers’
decision
to apply for the head
coaching position.
“I
love
Marie’s
philosophy for studentathletes and she helped the
gymnastics program at the
University of Washington
tremendously when I
was there, so I trust her”
Bowers said.
Bowers is not the only
new coach of the program.
Bowers
has
brought
to her team two new
assistant coaches as well,
Jeffrey Langenstein and
James Williams.
Bowers worked with
Langenstein and brought
Williams over from Yale,

where he was an assistant
coach last year.
With a whole new
staff and a successful
team, Bowers is bringing
some new philosophies
and a new mentality to
the team.
The team has never
trained in the weight room
at South Campus, where all
other athletic teams train,
and this year, Bowers is
having them attend weights
there for extra training.
“It’s nice for the girls to
hear another voice other
than mine during the
week,” Bowers said. “Their
weights coach, coach Jay
Moore, is another person
that can talk to them
about sleep, nutrition,
conditioning.”
Bowers also focuses on
positivity and it is rubbing
off on the team.
“Joanne is a really
positive influence inside
and outside of the gym
and I think that she is a
great role model for us as
young adults,” junior Leah
Perrino said.
Bowers believes that
the team needs to focus
on leaving each practice
thinking about what they
did well, rather than what
they struggled on.
She has big goals for
the team this season,
specifically with Regional
Championships in mind
and placing within the top
36 teams in the nation.
“The whole team hasn’t
been to Regionals since
2012. With the talent
on the team this year,
our first goal should be
to
make
Regionals,”

CLAIRE HULTIN | SPARTAN DAILY

New gymnastics head coach Joanne Bowers coaches junior Chelsea Andrade during a practice on Sept. 25.

Joanne is a really positive influence
inside and outside of the gym and I
think she is a great role model for us as
young adults.

Leah Perrino
junior

Bowers said.
Bowers believes in the
team and specifically
speaks highly of the
upperclassmen,
which
she has been thoroughly
impressed with.
“The upperclassmen

CLASSIFIEDS
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

know how to work and
want to be here and
want to be coached,”
Bowers said.
The
upperclassmen
have been impressed with
Bowers’ coaching as well
and have felt a significant

impact on the team in the
short time that she has
been here.
“Joanne has made me
stronger, both physically
and mentally, in the past
month we’ve been coached
by her,” senior Ellie PascoeLong said.
Bowers’ biggest project
for the year is to boost the
confidence of the girls on
the team and help them
rediscover their love for
the sport.
“As young women in
our society especially with
social media it’s so easy
to not feel confident,”
Bowers said. “What I really
want for them is I want

SUDOKU PUZZLE
Complete the grid so that every row,
column and 3x3 box contains every digit
from 1 to 9 inclusively.

them to enjoy gymnastics
and finding their love
of the sport again and
enjoy being teammates
and have ownership of
their gymnastics.”
The gymnastics season
does not begin until
January, but Bowers and
the team are already
beginning to build a strong
foundation.
“Our goal is to not waste
a day to get better. It’s OK
to make good mistakes,”
Bowers said. “We’ll be
where we need to be
in January.”
Follow Claire on Twitter
@ClaireHult

JOKIN’
AROUND
What do you
call a bee
that can’t
make up its
mind?

A maybe.

SOLUTIONS 10/02/2018

Calculus, History,
SAT, ACT Tutor
For high school students
Submit: www.jobfortutor.com

ACROSS
1. Extreme
6. Chilled
10. Portent
14. Might
15. Central area of a church
16. Grotto
17. Willow
18. Relating to urine
19. Codger
20. Paltry
22. Bothers
23. Animal doctor
24. An independent film company
26. Ethically indifferent
30. Exploded stars
32. Drying cloth
33. Appearing every year
37. 1 1 1 1
38. Driller
39. Lawn mower brand
40. Lettercards
42. Craze
43. Fortunate
44. Type of ointment
45. Streamlined
47. 2,000 pounds
48. Not that

Email: santaclaraca@
collegenannies.com
49. Magazine
56. Coffee dispensers
57. “Smallest” particle
58. Betel palm
59. Sense
60. Square block
61. Abounds
62. Askew
63. Smooch
64. S S S S

DOWN
1. Atop
2. Fail to win
3. Branchlet
4. Bobbin
5. Not departure
6. Eskimo
7. Anagram of “Crab”
8. Wicked
9. Liar
10. Not oriental
11. New Zealand native
12. Call forth
13. Catches
21. Solidify
25. Indian bread
26. At the peak of

27. Not stereo
28. Is endebted to
29. Worriedly
30. Geeky
31. Mining finds
33. Pig meat
34. Charged particles
35. Operatic solo
36. Rich soil
38. Hike
41. Prompt
42. Order
44. Ghost’s cry
45. Termagant
46. A protective covering
47. Occasions
48. A soft porous rock
50. Decorative case
51. Steals
52. Angers
53. C C C C
54. Cap
55. Young girl

Sitter, Nanny,
Child care
On-Call and / or
part time
Submit application:
www.jobforsitter.com
Email: santaclaraca@
collegenannies.com

Contact us at
408.924.3270
or email us at

SpartanDailyAdvertising
@gmail.com
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Becerra leads charge in Spartans’ offense
By Myla La Bine
STAFF WRITER

Junior forward Jamilecxth
Becerra’s game-winning goal
on Sept. 23, was scored with
less than four minutes on the
clock, giving the Spartans
their second conference win
of the season.
Becerra leads the team
in goals, shots and shots
on goal.
“Her passion for the game
is one thing that separates
her [from others]. She’s just
amazing on the field,” head
coach Lauren Hanson said.
“[She] has an eye for the
goal. She’s just a goal-scorer,
pure and pure.”
Becerra was born in
Berkeley and lived in
Oakland until she was 7.
She spent the rest of her
childhood playing soccer
in Modesto.
She decided to join San
Jose State University after
watching the team play
against Colorado College
during an official visit.
“[The team] was connecting so well and the atmosphere here was so great,”
Becerra said.
Becerra said her favorite part of being a member
of the Spartans is the support she gets from coaches
and teammates.
“They help out a lot and
if you [ever] need anything
they’ll be there for you

I always appreciate
when she’s on the
field because I
know she’s going
to put in full effort
every game.
Kristen Amarikwa
junior defender

PHOTO COURTESY OF SJSU ATHLETICS

Spartans junior forward Jamilecxth Becerra dribbles around a Santa Clara defender during the game on Aug.17.

[when you need them],”
Becerra said.
Junior defender Kristen
Amarikwa thinks Becerra
is hardworking and a
great teammate.
“I always appreciate when
she’s on the field because
I know she’s going to put
in full effort every game,”
Amarikwa said. “She’s
always looking to score and
I admire that.”
Amarikwa has known
Becerra since the spring
semester of their freshman

year when Becerra transferred to SJSU.
Amarikwa
believes
Becerra’s strength makes her
a unique player.
“She doesn’t look very
strong, she’s smaller, but
she’s really strong. . . and
that comes out of nowhere
[when she’s playing],”
Amarikwa said.“That’s kind
of something that’s not as
common [for forwards].
Usually they’re small and
fast or big and strong, but
she’s both.”

Becerra is not just strong
on the field, but in her daily
life as well.
Last Friday’s game
against San Diego State
was dedicated to Becerra’s
younger brother, Julian,
who is currently battling
Adrenoleukodystrophy,
also known as ALD, a rare
genetic disease that destroys
myelin in the brain.
A GoFundMe has been
set up to benefit Becerra and
her family.
Becerra’s game-winning

goal on Sept. 23 was not a
surprise to Amarikwa at all.
“I was like this is
it, [Becerra’s] got it,”
Amarikwa said.
Becerra said scoring the
goal felt amazing and it was
great to finish the game off
for the team.
Hanson explained that
it’s difficult to play on
Sundays because players are usually tired from
Friday’s game.
“To play as well as she
did, especially in the sec-

ond half and finish off an
opportunity is great for us,”
Hanson said.
Becerra said the highlight of her SJSU career so
far was when the Spartans
received the Mountain West
Regular Season title last
year after a 3-1 win against
Air Force.
Becerra scored two goals
during the game, allowing the Spartans to earn
the title.
When asked about her
hopes for rest of the season,
Becerra said she’s working
towards a similar outcome.
“Hopefully same outcome
as last year, if not, more.
[I’m] always looking to
improve,” Becerra said.
The Spartans’ next
game is away at University
of Nevada on Friday
at 6:30 p.m.
Follow Myla on Twitter
@mylalabine25

